The Late-Victorian Romance Revival: A Generic Excursus
ANNA VANINSKAYA University of Cambridge ATTEMPTING TO DEFINE romance is like attempting to define genre itself: an immensely revelatory but ultimately futile exercise. 1 At the very least it is doomed to circularity and tautology, for it starts out already knowing what the definition is-enough, at least, to specify or to extend it. Taxonomies build on and link up with previously existing taxonomies, along a chain that disappears into the remote past of Western literary history. To abstract a set of romance characteristics from a group of texts one has to use some criteria to identify that group in the first place, and any such criteria will be a version of the very romance characteristics one is looking for. But though they may be methodologically problematic, there is no shortage of ideal formal definitions which attempt to conscript everything from medieval tales of aristocratic love and supernatural adventure to modern-day "genre fiction," and Northrop Frye's mythos of summer is only the most famous. These models can hardly do justice to the complex cultural background of an individual work, let alone a period phenomenon like the "romance revival" of the 1880s and 90s.
Derek Brewer's canonical characterisation will serve to illustrate the difficulty. Like Northrop Frye and Gillian Beer, 2 Brewer is interested in romance as a "mode" in continuous metamorphosis from Greek antiquity, through the medieval and early modern cycles, to Morris, MacDonald, Wells, and finally Tolkien. The romance is "a fantasy story about an individual's personal love and adventure, in which quest and conflict culminate in a happy ending. The story is told in a natural sequence with rhetorical art, local realism, and humour. The subject-matter is secular, but there are symbolic implications. Romance may be said to be the antithesis of tragedy.…" It is a late-cultural form, sophisticated and aesthetically self-aware, told "by well-educated men to upper-class audiences." 3 But it also shares many of the formal characteristics of folktale narratives and makes extensive use of convention and rep-etition, of the marvellous, supernatural, and improbable. Unlike the epic, the romance is concerned with the individual, though public and private are usually reconciled in the happy ending and social responsibility is restored. Although Brewer's representative sample is mainly medieval, his definition is meant to be general enough to apply to a variety of contexts: "Romance is a mode … and examples are found from Classical Antiquity to the present day." 4 Indeed, in the critical debates of the fin de siècle many of its elements-idealism, optimism, improbability, adventure-were commonplace. But just as many were conspicuous by their absence, or were altered beyond recognition. The target audience was assumed to be significantly lower on the social scale; the relative prominence of individual or society was fiercely contested; fantasy and humour were by no means always welcome guests. The romance itself appeared younger: the earliest (and most juvenile) of literary modes. For its detractors it was, if anything, the very opposite of its aristocratic predecessor, a mass commercial genre produced by hacks for the edification of lower-class boys. Those more charitably disposed talked of Scott and Stevenson and the literature of the youth of mankind. None of this undermines Brewer's definition in its entirety, for there is no doubt that it holds well for certain times, places, and individual texts. But neither it nor any other summation can be expected to distil the essence of more than a thousand years of literary development. A genre is not an abstract entity, but one which manifests itself in concrete works and at specific historical moments: it is, in the end, what contemporaries (and future generations) make of it, and what they make of it alters over time. When one recalls that even during a given period different interpretative communities approach the same object with very different agendas, the possibility of a unifying definition dissipates like the mirage it is.
So what made the late-Victorian romance revival a new and periodspecific departure? After all, romance had been defining itself against realism ever since the rise of the novel, and so-called "romances" had been written throughout the century: by Walter Scott at its beginning, by the mid-Victorian aesthetes with their poetic treatments of Arthurian matter, by the hundreds of authors of penny dreadfuls and of utopias. 5 What changed in the 1880s were the economics of publishing, the material methods of book production and distribution. This had many far-reaching (and well-documented) effects, and foremost among them was the rise of the "New Romance." The triumph of the cheap one-vol-ume first edition, aided by modern methods of advertising, propelled the work of R. L. Stevenson and H. Rider Haggard, Marie Corelli and Hall Caine to best-seller status. 6 The enormous scale of their popularity was unprecedented: the immediate readership of romance was now several orders of magnitude larger than that of its Gothic precursors of a hundred years earlier (sales figures began to be numbered in millions). In the respectable literary world, romance writers were among the first to take advantage of the dramatically expanding popular fiction market. While George Gissing was still producing realist novels in the old three-decker mould (and complaining about being outsold by the likes of Haggard, Corelli, and Caine), Stevenson's progeny brought their publishers vast profits with their one-volume tales of adventure. But whether in the form of single volumes, serials, short stories in periodicals, or syndication in provincial newspapers-from which Haggard and Caine among others made a fair amount of money 7 -romance revivalists were as quick as daily newspaper proprietors to capitalise on the possibilities offered by the new developments in publishing.
The late-Victorian romance in this sense was not a generic entity but a commercial one, a commodity in an increasingly fragmented mass market. According to Peter Keating, 8 the ascendance of new formats (respectable juvenile story papers, for instance) directed at particular demographics led to an increasing specialization. This much is incontestable, but as soon as Keating leaves the more or less solid terrain of book history for the swamps of formalist analysis, problems begin to arise. As part of the process of differentiation, he argues, separate romance subgenres emerged, each with its own traditions, conventions, and independent identities. He singles out the new Gothic of Stoker, the one-volume shocker of Stevenson and Wilde, which grew out of the mid-Victorian sensation triple-decker, and the detective novel in its modern form, created on the foundations of Dickens, Collins, and Poe, though his preferred method of categorization is in terms of the "historical," "scientific," "detective," and "supernatural" subgenres. Detective fiction-featuring the quintessentially late-Victorian specialist heroalready flourished before the appearance of Sherlock Holmes but will be left out of the account here. The other three categories, however, are useful chiefly as illustrations of the tendency of all such typologies towards disintegration. Keating admits that at this time of initial separation, the identity of the subgenres still remained extremely malleable. Wells's romances alone, he says, "drew indiscriminately on elements of horror, supernatural, psychological, fantastic and adventure fiction." 9 But the question arises: if the subgenres had not yet developed distinct identities, if the conventions were not yet worked out, in what sense could a text "draw" on them? Is not the flux rather in the very nature of Keating's generic categories? Can one even speak of the mixing or hybridization of genres in a particular work if the genres themselves had not yet been conclusively defined?
As the final section of this article shows, Keating's dating of the differentiation is several decades premature, and his categories are so flexible as to become, in places, entirely permeable. Even the popularity and long-established tradition of "historical" romance were not enough to guarantee its generic autonomy. Towards the end of the century, Keating concedes, it became increasingly indistinguishable from the imperial adventure novel-epitomized by boy's own fiction-and the "cloak-and-dagger" novels of the Anthony Hope type. Its propagation of the cult of manliness and patriotism-represented by Doyle's imperialist historical romances-underlined its ideological conformity, yet what Keating terms its philosophical branch, which included William Morris's socialist fables, tended to the other end of the political spectrum. Keating's "supernatural" is an even more protean entity. It blended into horror on the one hand and into children's fiction on the other; it subsumed ghost stories of the Henry James variety, inspired by the casework of the Society for Psychical Research, and nourished the fantasy and fairy tale strand of George MacDonald and J. M. Barrie, which exploded in the Edwardian period with Kipling, E. Nesbit, G. K. Chesterton, Walter de la Mare, and Lord Dunsany. As for the "scientific" romance, in Keating's hands this becomes a virtually boundless catchall category, including every fabular form concerned with political speculation and the extrapolation of social developments-from Wells's futurist prophecies to the invasion and spy novels that first appeared in this period. Animal fables, journeys into the past and doppelgänger novels supposedly had affinities with it, and utopian and dystopian fiction fell under its rubric. Though Keating's terminology is period-specific-Charles Hinton did publish a series of "scientific romances" in the 1880s, and "historical romance" was a well-known category-the meanings with which he imbues it are not entirely warranted by contemporary usage. Something must be wrong if Morris's medievalist utopia News from Nowhere looks likely to be slotted under the "scientific" heading. Keating's partially failed taxonomical exercise is simply one more example of the fact that no marker planted in the shifting sands of genre can pretend to any high degree of stability. Those unwilling to create categories so capacious as to be impracticable give in to the opposite compulsion to generate ever-new configurations, to keep multiplying and subdividing classes and types, heaping qualifier upon qualifier, until they arrive at the conclusion that every text is sui generis and genre theory is bunk. All schemes of definition are dismissed as too unstable and fragmenting, imperfect attempts at the systematization of the most recalcitrant and unpredictable raw data imaginable. This article will not attempt to construct a model that can deal adequately with change, development, and transformation without falling into the formalist trap, or to set up a system of differences of sufficient complexity to account for the evolution of even the most conventional of formula fiction strands. Often, the most effective course of action is to avoid model-building altogether. One way of doing this is to adopt the generic theory of the period under consideration, within which its authors consciously operated-to judge them by their own criteria. Another is to take a willfully anachronistic approach and bracket authors together according to their place in subsequent networks of influence: to adopt the stance, in other words, either of contemporaries, or of future generations.
Contemporary Views
So let us look first at contemporary views: how was the "New Romance"-as George Saintsbury still called it in 1907-described in the last two decades of the nineteenth century? 10 Some said it was a tale of the marvellous and supernatural, of strange happenings in faraway times and places; others claimed it was a narrative of improbable events and coincidences peopled by psychologically unrealistic heroes and villains; many maintained that it was simply a book with an adventure-dominated plot and a minimum of discursiveness and didacticism. The hero of W. H. Hudson's A Crystal Age wonders at one point whether everything that is happening to him is true or "only a fantastic romance." 11 The prologue to Corelli's A Romance of Two Worlds, about the existence of the afterlife and the spiritual world, explicitly states that "in the present narration, which I have purposely called a 'romance,' I do not expect to be believed.…" 12 So was romance merely a synonym for an impossible fable, a lie? Was it, as Richard Jefferies implied when he called After London "in no sense a novel, more like a romance," merely the novel's antithesis-a view current since at least the eighteenth century? 13 The matter was, of course, more complicated. Eminent romancers like Scott were known to have influenced the leading realists of the century, not just in England but as far abroad as Russia, and Stevenson, Kipling, Wells, and George MacDonald themselves wrote realist fiction, though there was no unanimity about exactly where the one shaded off into the other. Realism, in any case, had as many different recognised meanings as romance: realism of presentation was one thing, the realisms of the novel of manners or of the roman expérimental were something else. She, Andrew Lang noted in an enthusiastic review of Rider Haggard's best seller, "is a legend, not a novel," a work of fantasy, "impossible and not to be done," and yet it has "a certain vraisemblance, which makes the most impossible adventures appear true." Augustus Moore, attacking She several months later, used virtually the same words to define romance as "the record of the impossible adventures of a man or a number of men, which the author clothes with a certain vraisemblance, and which, to the casual reader, not only appear perfectly possible, but even probable"; and William Watson deplored the constant alternation between the naturalistic and the fantastic in his own anti-Haggard tirade ominously entitled "The Fall of Fiction." One reviewer called She "a marvelously realistic tale of fantastic adventures," 14 and no one would have thought this an oxymoron, since even letters to the Athenaeum from nit-picking readers of Haggard's works commented on "the atmosphere of reality thrown about the most extraordinary incidents." This did not merely refer to the novelistic trappings that had become de rigueur for most genres in the age of what Edmund Gosse called the "tyranny of the novel." 15 Representatives of the New Romance such as Doyle, Haggard, Stevenson, Kipling, Stoker, and Wells "utilised the latest advances in printing technologies, such as half-tone lithography, to incorporate photographs, drawings, diagrams, and maps as a complement to the authors' aim of imbuing their fantasies with an aura of scientific authenticity." 16 Scientific authenticity was something the "scientific" romance aimed at by definition, while a certain kind of formal realism was known to have been a distinctive feature of romance at least since the Middle Ages. 17 Even William Morris, notwithstanding his well-known contempt for the analysis and didacticism of the Victorian realist novel, endorsed the very different sort of realism found in the Icelandic Sagas, which he equated with "the simplest and purest form of epical narration." 18 A reviewer of The House of the Wolfings in the Nineteenth Century found the mythical elements of Morris's romance "blended so skilfully with historic and pictorial realism that the vraisemblance is almost perfect." 19 Yet for all such subtleties of distinction, the classic realist novel was too good a foil to let go for definitional purposes. When in the early years of the twentieth century Saintsbury recalled the part Stevenson played in the "rejuvenescence of romance," he still harped on the alternative the romance provided to the domestic novel, on its role as "the appointed reviver of prose-fiction." 20 These were the characteristic terms in which the critical discussion about the New Romance was conducted from the 1880s until at least the 1910s. The American critic William Lyon Phelps, taking stock of "the advance of the English novel" up to 1916, failed to develop his cursory references to the advent of mass literacy and the sharp increase in the demand for and production of fiction; he focused instead on what was by then the well-entrenched distinction between the romance of incident and the novel of character. 21 When a modern study like Robert Fraser's mentions that early editions of Stevenson's work were divided into "romances" and "novels," it is referring to publishers' categories, to the books' status as commodities classified for more effective distribution. 22 Wells's early publishers similarly classified his works as "short stories," "novels" (which included his realist fiction like Love and Mr. Lewisham, Kipps, etc.), "sociological and socialist essays," and "romances"-the latter consisted of his science fiction and utopias. 23 But when Phelps brought up the romance/novel dichotomy, he was operating in a very different hermeneutical context, where the two terms represented ideal generic types and embodied opposing philosophies of literature. His speculations will bear a closer look, because they contain the essence of the discussion of the preceding decades.
Although, like a number of modern scholars, 24 Phelps begins with an allusion to Clara Reeve's 1785 founding text of genre criticism, The Progress of Romance, it is only to take issue with her definitions. Phelps had inherited the convention of classifying certain types of historical fiction-which did not exist in Reeve's day-as romance, so her limitation of the genre to the fantastic was no longer sufficient; "incident" had become a more appropriate catchall category. The definition of realism is also broadened accordingly-to include now not just pictures of the familiar and the everyday, but the analytical novel that first made its appearance in the nineteenth century. Boiling down the pronouncements of the previous generation, Phelps reduces the difference between realism and romance to a belief in the faithful reproduction of the commonplaceness of life, on the one hand, and a desire to be taken out of it to a more beautiful and refreshing world, on the other. Though he admits that realism, in the end, makes a deeper, more lasting impression than the diverting escapism of romance (the latter is a dream, the former "accurately typical of millions"), Phelps does consider the dream important enough to devote an entire chapter to what he calls the "Romantic Revival." He dates its beginning to 1894, the year of the demise of the triple-decker in all standard accounts of publishing history, but makes no mention of this fact. Instead, he presents the student with an appropriately romantic tableau of English fiction being rescued from the "giant," realism, by the "knightly figure of Stevenson." Phelps notes the amazing sales of the new romances, which became "a matter of interest to critics who were watching the public taste," and describes the way their success spawned numerous imitations, stage adaptations, and a fleeting vogue for historical adventure, prompting those who followed the literary market to turn romance writers overnight. According to Phelps's cyclical model, the excesses of nineteenthcentury realism-both its "afternoon tea" 25 and "garbage" varieties (i.e. the domestic and the naturalistic schools)-had led to a predictable turn of the tide. Stevenson, the "ardent advocate of the gospel of romance," broke the stranglehold of a foul naturalism and let in the "invigorating air of the ocean," thus inaugurating a "revolution in English fiction." 26 The echoes of the articles of the 1880s and 90s grow ever stronger, until finally Saintsbury and Gosse make their appearance in person, with long extracts from their essays of the time heralding the coming reaction against realism and the revival of romance.
The penultimate decade of the nineteenth century had indeed witnessed an explosion of theorizing about the nature of romance. Among modern critics, Kenneth Graham, Peter Keating, N. N. Feltes, Stephen Arata, and Christine Ferguson have all offered differently accented summaries of the phenomenon, condensing in just a few pages the essence of the generic propaganda of Saintsbury, Haggard, Stevenson, and Lang, which countered introspective, unmanly, and morbid realism with a healthy, action-oriented romance in the tradition of Scott and Dumas. 27 But for a firsthand account one must turn to the Contemporary Review, Longman's Magazine, the Fortnightly Review, the Westminster Review, the Saturday Review, the Academy, and Blackwood's Edinburgh Magazine: just some of the periodicals that featured opinions, manifestos and rebuttals in this new Battle of the Books, which is how Lang, the "dictator of letters," 28 characterised it in one of his own contributions to the fray entitled "Realism and Romance." 29 Lang, for his part, appealed for tolerance and the recognition of works of merit among all literary kinds and called for a cessation of hostilities. With a genial gesture of "it takes all sorts" he proclaimed the right of every genre to exist and please those whose tastes were suited for it; he even dared to hope for a literature uniting adventure and character. But in the end he still declared his own allegiance to romance, which included, as Lang phrased it, "tales of swashing blows, of distressed maidens rescued, of 'murders grim and great,' of magicians and princesses, and wanderings in fairy lands forlorn." 30 Translated into modern terms this very nearly matches up with the thrillers, women's romances, murder mysteries, and fantasies-the subgenres of popular fiction-that recent theorists of romance like Frye, Jameson, and Richter consider to be the latest incarnations of the form. 31 The opposite of romance for Lang was the minute study of manners and character, the "realism" which the reviewers of his day usually subdivided into its French (Flaubert, Zola), Russian (Tolstoy, Dostoevsky) and American (James, Howells) varieties. Lang in fact offered a whole series of culturally revealing antinomies to elucidate the distinction between the two modes: barbaric and savage vs. civilised and cultured; boy's own vs. female; bright and merry vs. dark and miserable; idealistically focusing on the pleasant and uplifting in life vs. pessimistically dwelling on the worst aspects of humanity; engagingly plotted vs. boringly introspective; Dickens and Haggard vs. Dostoevsky and James.
Many of the same notes were sounded with unfailing frequency by other commentators on the issue, and Saintsbury was foremost among them. In an 1887 article in the Fortnightly Review, he made an unapologetic case for the superiority of the romance form to the analytic novel of manners and welcomed the coming age of romance illumined by the twin stars of Stevenson and Haggard. Dull, unclean, sterile, monotonous, and pessimistic, the novel of character had outlived itself and was finally giving place to that simplest and "earliest form of writing, to the pure romance of adventure." It would not be a passing phase, for its popularity was based not only on the appeal of an interesting story, but on the mode's roots in the constants of human nature. Manners and conventions changed and grew stale, but the primal passions were ever fresh-eternally the same everywhere: "The novel is of its nature transitory and is parasitic on the romance." English literature would not attain the best it was capable of until gifted writers abandoned the novel form and returned to romance. 32 A month after the appearance of Saintsbury's article, an anonymous contribution to the Westminster Review trumpeting the merits of Hall Caine took the argument to a new extreme. Reiterating the distinction between enduring human nature and transient "manners," the author swept the field clean of the morbid and moping novels of introspection, all those dull dilations and "mental anatomisings" which made up for paucity of narrative and incident in superabundance of critical comment. In their stead he hailed the "romantic revival," at whose head came not Haggard with his supernatural impossibilities, but Caine: noble, pure and morally elevating. His was a "romance of reality," dealing with familiar things in an imaginative manner, and it was content to tell a story of passion and incident, leaving aside "lengthy disquisition and elaborate analysis." It showed, contrary to Zola, that it was "possible to be artistic without being immoral." 33 The lineaments of a definition were growing clear through constant repetition, though at times the range of reference was somewhat widened: "according to the ordinary acceptation of the word," wrote Saintsbury, "romance is taken to imply a story dealing more with adventure and with the tragic passions than with analytic character-drawing and observation of manners." 34 The tragic was usually rejected by the champions of romance, but for all intents and purposes this description, along with the authors who best embodied it (Scott, Dumas, and Stevenson), was adopted without reserve.
The most original explanation for the English predilection for romance, "or rather its modern form, the novel of adventure," was given by an anonymous contributor to the Saturday Review, who linked literary taste and production to national character: "The English is a colonizing race that seeks adventures and finds them in every quarter of the globe.… It is not to be wondered at that the race that most loves adventures and perils, and feels more keenly than others the fascination of the unknown, should prefer works of art that render its peculiar passion." The French excel at "the analysis of characters or passions playing within the frame of everyday life" because they are "neither adventurous nor romantic, but gifted with the Latin reasonableness and clearness of view." So even the clichés of Anglo-Saxonism were roped into the generic debate, though the author of the article unpatriotically concluded that realism would triumph. 35 But best-selling writers of romance were not so sure, and made this known to the critics in their own contributions, defining the art that they practiced. One of Stevenson's instalments was in fact a reply to James's (anthology-destined) "The Art of Fiction," in which he poured scorn on James's naive presumption that the novel could "compete with life" or offer a transcript of it, and emphasised instead its complete artificiality. 36 He singled out three types of novel for consideration: that of adventure, that of character, and the dramatic novel of passion, and though he did not argue the preeminence of the former like his lessreticent peers, he made it quite clear that issues such as virtuosity of style, moral seriousness, and depth of character were of no relevance to it. In an earlier declaration, "A Gossip on Romance," Stevenson had already homed in on circumstance, adventure, striking and memorable incident, story for the story's sake, 37 the pictorial quality of daydream, and the total absorption of the reader in the progress of the tale, as the main characteristics of his chosen form. 38 Rider Haggard, always the anthropologist, traced the love of romance to the very origins of humanity and declared it to be innate to the barbarian and the cultured man alike, appealing across "class," "nation," and "age." Romance was the finest type of literature, the spring-well of the most lasting masterpieces, offering the beauty and perfection that people of the modern world, longing to be taken out of themselves and refreshed, truly needed. Haggard also differentiated between three schools: the emasculated and enervated American school; the filthy and brutal productions of French naturalism, corrupting to the social fabric; and the prudish, conventional, morally straight-laced, "nambypamby" English novel. England had to develop a free and ideal art, with heroism as its proper subject, for if it did not do so, Zolaesque obscenity would engulf all. But meanwhile, it was best to soar with the writer of romance to the "calm retreats of pure imagination." 39 These were some of "The New Watchwords of Fiction" that Hall Caine echoed in his own manifesto of 1890. 40 Picking up where Lang left off, but giving the latter's gentlemanly remonstrances an earnestly evangelistic turn, Caine exalted virtuous "ideal" over rotten and degenerate "fact" and preached the necessity of showing the highest that human nature was capable of, painting life as it should have been-wisely ordered according to the precepts of divine justice-rather than as it was. All art, in fact, had to be subservient to the idea of poetic justice; the purpose of the writer was to make the world better, to set up an ideal of heroism in an appropriately aloof setting, not to reproduce character or history photographically. Passion, imagination, and enthusiasm were to rule over the harmful cynicism of French realism, to which, abandoning Lang's good-natured inclusivity, Caine denied the very right to exist. Exhorting against the evils of this ungodly mode, he prophesied an idealist millennium, when romance, the only valid literary genre, would finally triumph across Europe and America.
The Childhood of the Race
The romancers' sense of their own importance was not shared by all contemporaries. Many perversely insisted on treating the romance as "juvenile literature, rather than as something culturally central." 41 Not only was it noted that penny dreadfuls were aimed primarily at young readers, but in the discussion of romance proper "juvenile" quickly became a familiar term of opprobrium. A very vocal school dismissed romance as wholly "repugnant to the spirit of the age" (this resided in realism) and only fit "for perusal by juvenile readers." 42 In a riposte entitled "The Decline of Romance," a real-life incarnation of Dickens's Gradgrind named D. F. Hannigan lambasted the juvenile puerility turned out by Rider Haggard and his ilk ("We want facts, not romantic dreams") and heralded, a mere seven years after Saintsbury's triumphant declaration of its revival, the demise of the romance mode. He aimed his stream of indignant adjectives at the childish "Haggardian romance [which] will ultimately take its proper place with the chronicles of Bluebeard, Cinderella, and Jack the Giant Killer" (leaving the mature grown-ups to their solemn appreciation of carefully researched Continental realism). Hannigan singled out for abuse the narrative characteristics of improbability, unnaturalness and fancifulness, which had long been leitmotifs of romance criticism. 43 Of course, he was no more foresighted in his predictions of the decline of romance than were the doom-mongers of realism like Hall Caine. The advertising pages of the magazines in which articles such as Hannigan's appeared continued to carry publishers' lists with announcements of ever more books entitled "X: A Romance," and despite realism's theoretical prominence in the reviews, the widespread antipathy to this "childish" yet annoyingly popular genre indicated that it was a foe to be reckoned with.
But to have accused a book of "childishness" in the late nineteenth century did not mean quite the same thing as it does today, though the epithet is being bandied about more than ever. The significance attached to this word by champions and detractors of romance alike went far beyond the province of literary criticism and into the reaches of evolutionary anthropology. For the romance, "dealing, as it did, with adventures and enchantments, with giants and dragons and dwarfs," appealing "only to childish credulity," must also have belonged "to the infancy of art." 44 Evolutionary anthropology, from which most of the scientific support for the assumption of a connection between the child and the barbarian came, was a discipline that developed, along with comparative mythology and philology, in the mid-to late-nineteenth century. All these new fields of knowledge made use of the writings of the "infancy of letters" to create the Victorian image of primitive man. The Sagas, the Nibelungenlied, and Homer were the "oldest literary monuments" that preserved the last "surviving traces" of primitive social organisation. 45 They served as a quarry of primary material not only for romancers like Haggard keen to find interesting plots for his Greek and Icelandic tales, but also for the numerous scholars of language and anthropology (not to mention history, law, and politics) looking for examples to corroborate their theories of social and linguistic evolution. Romance was assumed to be native to the early stage of society: Saintsbury called it the earliest form of writing. A socialist utopian romance like Morris's News from Nowhere, with its talk about the second childhood of the world and the "childish" fairy tales on utopian walls, only made sense with reference to the common notion of the first childhood of the world, the "prehistoric, heroic, and precapitalist culture-that ha[d] produced the literature that both Morris and [his utopians] venerate." 46 E. B. Tylor's primitive survivals, preserved in the folklore of the European peasantry, were precisely the specimens of popular art that Morris tried to recreate in his romances and wished to resurrect in the socialist future.
The child and the illiterate peasant were but two incarnations, like savages or women, of one of the most entrenched concepts in the Victorian worldview: they were the first rungs of an evolutionary ladder justified by anthropology but adopted in many scientific, political, and literary spheres. 47 Drawing parallels between the childhood of an individual person and the "childhood of the human race" was a common practice throughout the Victorian period. Everyone from Friedrich Engels to T. H. Huxley, who spoke of "the heroic childhood of our race" in his famous "Evolution and Ethics" lecture, indulged in it. 48 The practice was particularly favoured by Teutonists-from Carlyle, with his childlike Norse hero living in the "early childhood of nations," to Charles Kingsley, who entitled the first of his Cambridge lectures on The Roman and the Teuton "The Forest Children." 49 Kingsley highlighted both the good and the bad children's qualities of "our Teutonic race" and developed the theme of its "boy-nature," its "youthful strength and vitality" for many pages, emphasising "this childishness of our forefathers. For good or for evil they were great boys.… Races, like individuals, it has been often said, may have their childhood, their youth, their manhood, their old age, and natural death. It is but a theory-perhaps nothing more. But at least, our race had its childhood." The lecture concluded by invoking the Nibelungenlied as an allegory of the Teutonic conquest of Rome. The Romans are Trolls, "man-devouring ogre[s]," the promise of their civilisation is vanishing fairy-gold, a "fatal Nibelungen hoard." History becomes romance, "a myth, a saga, such as the men [of old] … loved; and if it seem to any of you childish, bear in mind that what is childish need not therefore be shallow." 50 Examples may be multiplied. John Lubbock, a founding father of evolutionary anthropology, devoted some pages to the "similarity existing between savages and children" in The Origin of Civilisation. 51 Darwin, in The Origin of Species and The Descent of Man, referred approvingly to Ernst Haeckel, whose theory of recapitulation held that species' evolution (phylogeny) and the biological evolution of an organism (ontogeny) were analogous. In other words, social development mirrored mental development (or vice versa). Max Müller's degenerative sequence of genres-from mythology through folklore to nursery tales, associated respectively with savages, peasants, and civilised children-also relied on the model. 52 Lang, Müller's opponent, stood the sequence on its head but still preserved the essential connection and continued to equate the tastes of children and those of "the young age of man," "the tastes of their naked ancestors, thousands of years ago." 53 That romance had primeval origins but was also a juvenile genre was therefore no paradox. On the contrary, as Kingsley had written in his preface to a reworking of "Greek fairy tales" for his children: the Greeks "were but grown-up children.… while they were young and simple they loved fairy tales, as you do now. All nations do so when they are young: our old forefathers did, and called their stories 'Sagas.' I will read you some of them some day-some of the Eddas, and the Völuspá, and Beowulf, and the noble old Romances." 54 Everyone knew that Stevenson wrote books for boys, but the dedicatory poem to Treasure Island made the link with ancestral literature explicit by characterizing this tale for "youngsters" as an "old romance, retold / Exactly in the ancient way." 55 Lang and Haggard were also fond of associating barbarians and boys, and as a practitioner in both fields and a figure linking romance and anthropology, Lang makes an interesting case study. He was a renowned folklorist-both author and collector of many volumes of romances and fairy tales, and a founder of the Folk-Lore Society-as well as an acknowledged authority on anthropology. His studies of myth and totemism played a prominent role in the ethnological and philological debates led by Tylor and Müller. He wrote a sequel to the Odyssey with Rider Haggard, who had himself read both Lang and Tylor's Primitive Culture before setting out to write his first successful book for boys. Stevenson and Kipling had done the same, and in fact, most of the authors of the romance revival were familiar with contemporary anthropological writing and used its conclusions to define and defend their chosen genre-to establish its pedigree in the face of unbelievers. 56 It is indeed highly symptomatic of the intense interdisciplinarity of fin-de-siècle intellectual life that Lang, the man who "was more than any other critic responsible for the great surge of interest in romance in the 1880s and 1890s," should also have been an anthropologist. As George Stocking claims, "Romance may have served Lang as a kind of sublimated anthropology," and the same could be said for Morris with his stories of barbarian tribes. 57
Case Study: Fantastic Romance
These are just some of the dimensions of the contemporary perception of romance, but what about the "anachronistic" approach referred to in the introduction, which attempts to delimit the boundaries of a genre by looking at the fruits-the outcomes rather than the originsof literary history, by scrutinizing with perfect hindsight vision the diachronic networks of influence arising in many cases after the authors' deaths? Its usefulness may be demonstrated with a case study of the so-called "fantastic" romance, arguably the most important subgenre, but also the hardest to pin down. When we try to approach it formally, the category dissolves into ambiguity, for the "fantastic," however defined, is usually just one ingredient in a heterogeneous stew. In Rider Haggard's Eric Brighteyes, fantastic events, complete with witches and magic, are set in a "faithfully" reconstructed past, just as in Morris's The House of the Wolfings-another Saga-inspired tale which featured foresight, a Valkyrie, and a magical hauberk, but was considered largely "historical" by contemporary commentators. As Haggard explains in his introduction, the presence of supernatural elements was as much a defining characteristic of the source material, orally transmitted by generations of skalds, as the truth of the central narrative. His "Norse romance" was both modeled on the Icelandic Sagas and cast "in the form of the romance of our own day" to make it more acceptable to modern readers-a mixture of vraisemblance and improbability familiar to reviewers of She. 58 She, of course, was not just a novel about immortality, suffused with spiritualist rhetoric and grounded in serious archaeology, but an adventure tale which some have compared to the boys' fiction of G. A. Henty and Mayne Reid and to the imperialist romance of Kipling, Doyle, and Henley. 59 Its eponymous protagonist was a sorceress in the Fairy Queen mould, just like the beautiful villain of George MacDonald's Lilith-another book which escapes easy classification. Lilith reads in places like a children's fantasy, but it is also a philosophical Christian allegory with elements of horror, a biblical parable cum psychological and mystical nightmare, indebted to kabbalistic demonology, and imbued with the German romanticism of Novalis and the American romanticism of Poe and Thoreau. Why, then, despite all this diversity, does it still make sense to talk of fantastic romance as a separate entity and to bring together Haggard, Morris, and MacDonald as its representatives? Surely any similarity is as much a coincidence as the fact that in the final decades of the nineteenth century MacDonald and Morris successively occupied the same house in 26 Upper Mall, Hammersmith? The answer is that all three were part of a family of Victorian romancers who would retrospectively be acknowledged, by critics and disciples alike, as the pioneers of the modern "fantasy" genre. In the space that remains I would like to explore the implications of this approach.
Its most palpable advantage is that it refuses to be lured into a theoretical quagmire by the will-o'-the-wisp of the "fantastic" as such. That road is littered with the skeletons of generations of critics, who did not realise that to attempt to define fantastic romance, as to define romance itself, is to enter a bewildering maze from which there may be no way back. The secondary literature on the fantastic is vast, though it may be divided roughly into historical and theoretical schools-the former concerned with author case studies, the latter with the nature of the genre. To summarize the variety of approaches would be a herculean task, but a brief survey and a few observations are perhaps in order. There are interesting and insightful theoretical treatments, including Eric Rabkin's The Fantastic in Literature, Jack Zipes's numerous Marxist studies of fairy tales, and Darko Suvin's masterly Metamorphoses of Science Fiction: On the Poetics and History of a Literary Genre. Rosemary Jackson's Fantasy: The Literature of Subversion and Colin Manlove's Modern Fantasy are, on the contrary, deeply misguided and poorly researched diatribes. 60 For our purposes, however, theoretical studies of fantasy-whether structuralist, like Tzvetan Todorov's seminal work The Fantastic: A Structural Approach to a Literary Genre and its successors, 61 or feminist, psychoanalytic or postmodern 62 -are of no more relevance than wide-ranging descriptive surveys, 63 whether they begin with Homer or with the Romantics. The fantastic as a mode did not originate in the late-Victorian period, nor is it limited to England, but when it becomes, like Frye's "romance," an archetypal entity to be uncovered in all times and cultures, the designation is emptied of substantive value. Similarly, the obliteration of boundaries involved in classing utopian, satiric, horror, science fiction, and nonsense writing under the umbrella of fantasy nullifies the usefulness of the term. Even period overviews of Victorian and Edwardian fantasy, with their standard litany of authors, are too broad to be helpful. 64 While there is much that is valuable in such works, they all start out on the assumption that the authors under consideration form a coherent group.
But on what basis? For every theme, device, or personal acquaintance they have in common, they share twenty more with writers whom no one would think of placing in a study of Victorian fantasy. Critics attempt to create diachronic chains based not on historically demonstrable links, but on an appeal to some formal ideal, some quality of the "fantastic" definable philosophically and a priori rather than in terms of actual historical connection-whether through influence, association, or at least as occupying the same phase of print culture. It is the same problem that plagues studies of the romance genre as a whole: too few think of it, as Helen Cooper argues in The English Romance in Time, "as a lineage or a family of texts rather than as a series of incarnations or clones of a single Platonic Idea." 65 The literary-historical retrospect, however, is a powerful tool. It immediately untwines the genealogical strands that present nothing more than a confused tangle to the eye of the contemporary, or, to use another metaphor, it can compass the fruition of tendencies that are still in an embryonic state in the period in question. A mere potentiality in 1890 is a generic reality sixty years later, and this is perhaps what Keating should have emphasised in his consideration of late-Victorian romance subgenres. With hindsight, it is easy to single out the texts that became the precursors of modern fantasy and to highlight the forerunners of other popular species of fantastic literature which inherited the different aspects of the late-Victorian mode. Already internally variegated at the end of the nineteenth century, the romance underwent a further differentiation-a sort of hardening and branching off of its individual constituents-into the now familiar strands of formula fiction. The "marvellous" or "supernatural," originally found in solution with a number of other elements, gave rise to several distinct lines of influence. A simplified schema would trace the Gothic of Stevenson and Stoker (in confluence with several other streams) as it issues in the publishing category of horror; Wells would figure as the father (if only Oedipally 66 ) of the "scientifiction" of American pulp magazines of the 1920s and 30s; while Morris, Haggard, and MacDonald would be joined as the originators of modern fantasy, the ancestors of C. S. Lewis and J. R. R. Tolkien. 67 Thus, by historical accident, the fictions of the three authors retroactively come to stand at the head of a separate chain of development. The debt is readily acknowledged by their literary disciples in essays, letters, and autobiography-Lewis is so prolific in this regard that to cite all of his references to MacDonald, Morris, and Haggard would take pages. And it is in large part thanks to Lewis's and Tolkien's continuing popularity that the romances of MacDonald and Morris have been reprinted in the last fifty years: partly as an attempt to cash in, partly in a search for the roots of the genre. Recently, Del Rey launched a new imprint, "Impact," consciously modelled on the Ballantine series, and published Tales Before Tolkien: The Roots of Modern Fantasy, which includes short stories and fairy tales by Morris, MacDonald, Haggard, Andrew Lang, and E. Nesbit, among others. 68 The names, as can be seen, are still the same as in the proper academic studies of Victorian fantastic romance, but here the rationale for placing them together has nothing to do with genre theory and everything with the omniscient backward look.
There is no special or peculiar connection-outside the general one of being self-professed romancers-between Morris, MacDonald, and Haggard in their own chronological moment, not enough at any rate to bring them together convincingly. But such a connection was about to be forged by the literary and book history of the twentieth century when "fantasy"-in the entirely concrete sense of the modern publishing category-emerged as a fully independent growth. The parallels with the flowering of the commercial romance at the end of the nineteenth century (from the role of the market to the beginnings of differentiation by subgenre) are instructive. All three authors were harbingers of the new era, "originators" or "pioneers" of a fantasy tradition that would only be recognised as a separate entity after the publishing boom unwittingly precipitated by Lewis and Tolkien (who still thought of themselves as writing "romance"). Selected elements of Haggard's, MacDonald's, and Morris's romances were destined to be fused by their successors into a single unified tradition, though when looked at in their proper context and in isolation from future developments it is rather their differences of style and purpose than their archetypal plot similarities that strike the eye. Considered synchronically, as two unrelated specimens of the late-Victorian romance scene, texts like She and Lilith may have little in common; in fact, individually they may bear more formal affinity to a Gothic romance of Bram Stoker's than to each other. But viewed diachronically, in terms of their locations in the networks or sequences of descent, both are firmly conjoined as progenitors of fantasy, while Dracula stands apart as a seminal text in the tradition of horror literature. Such permutations are numerous, and there are more than two overlapping circles in the Venn diagrams of generic history. Wells and Morris, for example, while poles apart as regards the lineages of science fiction and fantasy (except in the case of Lewis), are twin links in the evolution of utopian writing. So it is only in its highly specific late-twentieth-century denotation that "fantasy" may be used to set apart the works of Morris, Haggard, and MacDonald from the myriads of other narratives with "fantastic" ingredients, and only those studies which consider them in this light are truly convincing. 69 Nicholas Salmon's introduction to The Well at the World's End describes Morris as "the man who invented fantasy"-an egregiously unfounded claim if fantasy is understood to be any of those nebulous things which begin with Homer, but a simple statement of fact if it is used in the sense most familiar to the average customer of Borders bookstore. 70 Among scholars of the Inklings the fact of this paternity has long been a commonplace. But though the realisation is not limited to fantasy specialists-the entry on "Romance" in The Harper Handbook to Literature (edited by Northrop Frye) also draws a line from Morris's late prose romances to Tolkien 71 -they usually come at it from the opposite end. They engage, in other words, in old-fashioned Quellenforschung: working backwards and inductively from modern fantasy fiction, rather than randomly picking texts to fit some general law or axiom of what fantastic romance should be. This article started out by saying that it is impossible to define romance, and in fact, both of the approaches that it has explored-contemporary and anachronistic-are attempts to avoid theory building in favour of empirical investigation: arguably the most useful way of dealing with questions of genre.
Notes

